The Liberal & Nationals' plan to
get Victoria Back to Work
Senior Victorians have experienced a period of social dislocation,
with some of the longest lockdowns imposed anywhere in the world.
Seniors in Victoria need:
Confidence in Victoria's ongoing management of COVID-19
A stronger and more accessible Victorian health system
Opportunity to reconnect with local communities in a COVID-safe way
Support to ease cost of living pressures

A one-off increase to the energy
concession to $1000 per household
until 1 January 2022.

‘Road Trip for Victoria’ vouchers offering up
to a $200 discount on tours or
accommodation when booking three nights
or more.

PETER WALSH MP
Leader of the Nationals

Provide $10 million to reboot grants to
senior citizens’ clubs, including Probus,
multicultural seniors’ groups and U3As to
defeat isolation.

Capital works upgrades for public aged care
facilities to make sure all have single rooms
and ensuites to help stop the spread of
infectious disease.

The Liberal & Nationals' plan to
get Victoria Back to Work
Victorians have endured a lot this year.
The effects of the pandemic have touched all of us in different and
profound ways. We now face more difficult social and economic
recovery from the pandemic than anywhere else in Australia. Victoria
needs a plan to keep our community safe from COVID-19, but at the
same time to turn our focus to get Victorians back to work to repair the
economic damage of lockdowns.
Recovery will be hard, but it is an opportunity to reshape our state,
rebuild businesses and industries, and reclaim the Victorian way of life,
which made Melbourne the most liveable city in the world.
The Victorian Liberal Nationals' Back to Work Plan will generate new
jobs throughout the Victorian economy and give back security, and the
feeling of security, to all. Our plan is for immediate action so that
Victorians can get their jobs back, provide for their families, open their
businesses, meet their rent and mortgage payments, educate their kids,
keep healthy and protect elderly Victorians.

'Eat Out for
Victoria' meal
discounts to
boost hospitality

Freeze council
rates, public
transport, toll road,
and water and
sewerage charges
to mid-2022

Ongoing rapid
testing for COVID-19
in health services,
aged care, and other
sectors where risk is
higher

Cut the elective
surgery wait list
to 39,000
people by 1
January 2022

PETER WALSH MP
Leader of the Nationals
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Invest in a 'Victorian Made'
campaign to showcase
locally produced goods
and services

Additional
funding for
medical research
into cancer and
other chronic
diseases

